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Rack Protection
Protect your Racking



End-of-Aisle
Rack Protection

Effective protection close to the ground, Cogan 
end-of-aisle rack protectors shield sensitive rack-
aisle-ends from warehouse traffic. Prevent collision 
damage should a fork truck or other in-plant vehicle 
steer off-course and accidentally bump the racking. 
When properly anchored to the floor, Cogan end-of-
aisle rack protectors help guard your investment 
without interrupting aisle flow patterns or limiting 
access to your pick area. Available in single and 
double-sided configurations. 

Cogan end-of-aisle rack 
protectors are the smart choice 
when you need solid protection 
close to the ground. 
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Rack Post
Rack Protection

can result in structural damage and potential rack 
collapse. Cogan rack post protectors are designed 
to shield vulnerable column uprights from such 
accidents. The durable, all-steel construction 
wraps around the entire circumfrence of each rack 
post to absorb and dissipate impact. Your racking 
will remain intact and your workflow productive. 
Cogan rack post protectors are available in three 
standard sizes to accomodate a range of racking 
systems. 

Pallet rack systems are not designed to withstand 
forklift impact. Even the slightest traffic collision

Easy-to-install and economical, 
Cogan rack post protectors 
provide just the right amount 
of protection around individual 
racking posts. 
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Rack Guards
Back-of-Rack Protection

a barrier between stored materials and the picking 
aisles below. Your workers remain safe from falling 
debris should a forklift bump the racking or if a 
pallet breaks. The wire mesh construction forms 
a sturdy wall of protection for your employees, 
while your inventory remains secure and visible.  
Simple nut-and-bolt assembly makes installation 
quick and easy, minimizing costs and maximizing 
savings. It’s why Cogan rack guards consistently 
outperform in every crucial area— including price.

Rigid and resilient, Cogan rack guard panels bolt 
directly onto racking uprights, effectively placing 

Rigid and resilient, form a sturdy 
wall of protection between your 
employees and your inventory 
with Cogan wire mesh rack 
guards.
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Cogan floor angle guide provides continuous, 
uninterrupted protection low to the ground. Easy-to-
install and economical, our floor angle guide keeps 
traffic away from critical rack supports, pallet flow 
rails, walls, offices, and other work areas. Floor angle 
guide can also be used for narrow aisle storage 
applications The durable, all-steel construction 
stands up to forklift accidents and other collisions. 
You benefit from a safer work environment 
that protects your people, products and profits.

Effective and reliable protection. 
Direct in-plant vehicles along 
safe channels and aisle ways 
with Cogan floor angle guide.

Rack Protection
Floor Guide
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Standard Colors
Standard colors are applied to all products and are automatically included in the  
material price on your quote. Unless otherwise specified, all standard colors are  
powder-coated for a durable, long-lasting and maintenance-free paint finish.

Rack Protection

Safety Yellow Cogan Grey
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